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Project Description 
For my project, I undertook creating a program to find bicycle routes between desired start and end 
locations. In section 1, I will discuss the problem in more depth, including why bicycle routes matter, 
important characteristics of bicycle routes, and current applications for finding routes. In sections 2, 3, 
and 4, I cover the work done in three major project phases: data acquisition and pre-processing, route 
determination, and post-processing and visualization, respectively. In section 5, I detail the final 
application, present some generated routes, and compare these routes to those generated by Google 
maps and in actual use. Finally, in section 6, I discuss some potential future work on this project.  

1. Background 
A combination of factors contribute to the importance of safely and reliably routing bicyclists. Primarily, 
bicycles provide a good alternative to cars. They contribute much less to climate change, reduce 
automobile traffic congestion, promote a healthy lifestyle, and serve as a form of recreation to many 
people. However, a large portion of the population remains unwilling to ride bicycles as adults, often 
due to a perception that riding bikes is unsafe or unreliable. An easy tool providing routes consistently 
shown to be safe and effective may encourage more people to start using their bicycles as a means of 
transportation. Those already riding bikes regularly could use a routing tool to find routes to new places 
or alternative routes to frequent destinations.  

Many characteristics contribute to a route’s quality, including, but not limited to, the type of road, type 
of bicycle infrastructure on a roadway, route distance, number of turns, or elevation gain. Distance 
traveled, road type, and bicycle infrastructure are often the most important in route choice. Distance 
matters because people using bicycles simply as a means of traveling from point A to point B often do 
not want to ride an unnecessary amount.  The importance of road type lies in the perceived safety and 
comfort of riding. For example, a low-speed, low-volume residential street is generally preferred to a 
busier, faster arterial. Additionally, it is illegal to ride on national interstates and some highways in many 
states. Thus, these roadways cannot be included in a route. Most importantly, especially to new riders, 
comes bike infrastructure or facilities. Bicycle infrastructure includes the on- and off-street guideway 
given to bicyclists in various forms including protected bike lanes, shared lanes, and wide shoulders, to 
name a few. A survey cited in the City of Austin’s 2014 Bicycle Master Plan states 55% of the city’s 
population would be willing to ride in a protected bikeway, which is a bikeway with some form of 
physical barrier between bicyclists and cars. My own experience, supported by the City of Austin’s 
finding, led me to prioritize bicycle infrastructure when finding routes.  

Some other applications currently exist for finding bicycle routes. Most notably, Google Maps provides a 
popular service. While this may be a good place to start for finding a route, it does have some 
limitations. No real transparency exists in how routes are chosen and some important features of a 
route are not conveyed to users. For example, while bicycle lanes and bicycle friendly streets may be 
viewed on a map, once a route is chosen, no qualitative information of the route is provided. 

2. Data Acquisition and Pre-processing 
Finding good data to use for this project required considerable effort. Initially, my aim was a general tool 
requiring just a shapefile of roads and bicycle infrastructure, but after investigating two popular 
OpenStreetMap extraction providers, Geofabrik and BBBike.org, I could find no reliable indicator of a 
roadway’s bicycle infrastructure. Focusing on Austin, I used the city’s open data portal to find two 
datasets, Street Segments and Bicycle Facilities, containing both roadway and bicycle infrastructure 



information. The Street Segments dataset provided an extraction tool for easy conversion to a csv file, 
but the Bicycle Facilities dataset did not provide an easy method. Its data could be displayed in a table, 
but would only load 25 rows at a time. Data was imported to the webpage using a query url containing a 
field for the number of rows to be imported. By replacing the typical 25 in the url with the total number 
of rows in the dataset, I obtained JSON text for every row, which I then parsed into a csv file. With two 
separate csv files, I then needed to pair a bicycle facility with its given roadway. While not immediately 
obvious, both datasets contained an ID column the data could be merged on. This allowed for the 
creation of a full dataset of roadway path, travel direction, type, distance, and bicycle infrastructure for 
Austin and the surrounding area. I additionally grouped the various types of infrastructure into 
dedicated guideway, shared guideway, and no guideway categories. Using the pandas and networkx 
modules, I made the csv data into network for routing. In the end, the directed network covers a 
geographic region roughly bounded by Pace Bend State Park, Kyle, Elgin, and Georgetown with edges 
containing relevant information on road class, distance, and bicycle facility type. Finally, saving the 
networks as gpickle files allows for faster loading when using the program.  

Additional data processing work occurred ad-hoc during the later stages of my project. One of these 
efforts included obtaining and parsing cycling activities from Strava, an endurance activity application 
that tracks both bicycling commutes and competitions. Another required Scrapy to obtain station 
names, addresses, and coordinates for Austin B-cycles, the city’s bike share program.  

3. Route Determination 
To find routes, I use one of two methods. Initially, I wrote a shortest path based integer program with 
additional constraints preventing the use of interstates in routes and forcing some user-defined 
percentage of a route to be on either dedicated or shared bicycle guideway. Due to long solution times 
for a single route, I then leveraged the networkx shortest path algorithms to generate routes. Because 
by default, networkx shortest path algorithms find simply the shortest distance path, I added a weighted 
distance attribute to each edge based on the type of bicycle infrastructure a roadway contained. After 
trying both additive and multiplicative weights, I use multiplicative weights due to their improved scaling 
to routes of various lengths. An additive weight simply adds a constant to the distance, 
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 +  𝛽. A multiplicative weight multiplies the distance by a constant, 
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  𝛼 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒. In either case, edges of class 1 roadways, such as interstates, 
acquire an arbitrarily value large enough to prevent their use in a path. Using either the IP or weighted 
distance algorithms allows for the iteration of constants to affect when the tradeoff between route 
distance and bicycling infrastructure use occurs. In many cases, this provides multiple routes for a user 
to compare, each with a different combination of distance and bicycle facility usage.  

4. Post-processing and Visualization 
After a finding a route in the form of networkx nodes, my program creates output files detailing the 
various routes. When finding routes, the program iterates over input weights and returns unique routes 
from the set of weighted routes. If the list does not include a route with the right combination of 
distance and infrastructure use, the user just needs to try different weights until a desirable route is 
found. The popularity of using step by step direction sheets by many cyclists led to the creation of an 
individual csv file containing rows for each route segment. Each row outlines its segments’ street name, 
bicycle facility type, and distance in miles. Additionally, a separate file contains statistics of each route’s 
infrastructure use, distance, and estimated travel time based on a speed of 10 to 15 mph.  

A map visualization based on the geoplotlib module allows for zooming and panning across the routes. 
The tool possesses the ability to show all potential routes at once, or to view the routes one at a time. 
Additionally, hovering the mouse tip over a route’s nodes show the route number so users can identify 



individual routes if multiple are being viewed at once. An information box on the visualization contains 
statistics on the shown routes. The visualization tool expands and alters on the basic geoplotlib 
functionalities by basing route color on the percentage of the route using bicycle facilities and displaying 
information on a spatial graph. The set of route colors contains red, orange, yellow, and green. Red 
routes contain the least facility usage and green routes contain the most.  

5. Results 
The program and visualization allow for finding and choosing routes between input start and end 
locations. Testing the program consisted of finding routes between my house and locations I already 
ride to around Austin. The best uses of the tool lies in finding routes between two locations with many 
path options and for new riders in the Austin area. Short trips through dense streets, such as those in 
central Austin, provide many possible route options to compare and choose from. However, for longer 
routes, with fewer route choices due to bottleneck roads, the benefits of being able to compare multiple 
routes may be lost. For example, in routing between my house in East Austin and the town of Bee Cave, 
many of the routes use the FM 2244 as it is one of a few roads linking Bee Cave to the rest of Austin. 
However, using the tool to route between my house and ETC provides a few routes to choose from, 
including the route I actually take. For new riders, the tool provides a way to manage the perceived risk 
of cycling for transportation by offering a range of routes with different amounts of dedicated and 
shared bikeway, a common proxy for safety.  

The routes found by my tool and Google Maps do not always agree, but identifying the cause remains 
difficult as their method at finding routes is unclear to me. The likely causes include different 
prioritization of route characteristics and a solution method other than the weighted distance method 
my program uses. In the end, the program and visualization provide benefits unseen in any other 
services I observed. The ability to view multiple routes on a single screen exists to some degree in 
Google Maps, but the on-screen route statistics and color-coded routes remain unique to my tool. 
Additionally, the summary csv file of route statistics provides a range of estimated times, based on a 
reasonable 10 to 15 mph average speed, whereas Google Maps provides only a single, frequently 
inaccurate estimate.  

6. Future Work 
Throughout this project, potential extensions came to my attention. Using a more detailed dataset of 
roadway maps may provide smoother routes in the visualization. Additionally, extracting all the road 
and bicycling data from a general source would allow for the tool to be used in locations other than 
Austin. Other additional extensions include incorporating the use of B-Cycles or public transportation in 
routes. For example, a user could find a bike route to a transit stop and then from a B-Cycle station to 
another B-Cycle station near their final destination. Another interesting phenomena lies in the inability 
of either my tool or Google Maps to find routes many cyclists in Austin actually utilize. One approach at 
providing already used route lies in using the latent route knowledge stored in a Strava data. Using a 
heatmap of the rides in a city to weight the roads based on frequency of use could then help new riders 
identify already commonly used roadways. While potential enhancements exist in my project, this initial 
version provides useful features unavailable in other services, making it a potentially valuable tool to 
cyclists in Austin.   


